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About Intellipaat

Intellipaat is an e-learning and professional certification company for

software developers, IT administrators, and other professionals,

headquartered in Bangalore, India. The training is offered in three

major modes: Online instructor Led Trainings, Self-paced e-learning

trainings, and Corporate Trainings.

150+

Corporate Clients

6, 22,205+

Learners

250+

Courses 
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About The Course

Our Test Architect Masters Course lets you become Test Architect.

You will work on real world projects in Hadoop testing, Selenium

testing, Software/Manual testing, ETL testing, Linux and more. In this

program you will cover 8 courses and 18 industry based projects

Instructor Led Training

101 Hrs of highly 

interactive instructor led 

training

Self-Paced Training

185 Hrs of Self-Paced 

sessions with Lifetime 

access

Exercise and project 

work

202 Hrs of real-time 

projects after every 

module 

Lifetime Access

Lifetime access and 

free upgrade to latest 

version

Support

Lifetime 24*7 

technical support 

and query resolution

Get Certified

Get global industry 

recognized 

certifications

Job Assistance

Job assistance 

through 80+ 

corporate tie-ups

Flexi Scheduling

Attend multiple 

batches for lifetime & 

stay updated.

Learning Path

Selenium Web Driver

Oracle PL/SQL

DevOps
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Why take this Course?

Intellipaat’s Test Architect Masters Course will provide you in-depth 

knowledge on testing program platforms like Hadoop testing, 

Selenium, Software/Manual, along with detailed knowledge on ETL 

testing. This program is specially designed by Industry experts and 

you will get 8 courses with 18 industry based project.

Instructor Led

1. Selenium Web Driver

2. Oracle PL/SQL

3. DevOps

Index

Self-Paced Courses

1. Data Warehousing & Erwin

2. Software/Manual Testing

3. ETL Testing

4. Java

5. Linux

6. Hadoop Testing 
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Selenium Web Driver

Learning Objective

This training will make you an expert in selenium architecture and selenium 3.0

components. In this online selenium testing course you will master automation

testing framework for web applications, TDD, selenium architecture, JaCoCo,

TestNG, Sikuli. You will work on real life project and assignments and prepare

yourself for Certified Selenium Professional certification in this Selenium

training.

 Introduction to Cloud Computing 

& AWS

 Getting Started with Selenium

 Selenium Features

 Deep Dive into Selenium IDE

 Selenium Web driver Automation

 Fire Path Installation

 Searching Elements

 Advance user interactions and 

cross browser testing

 Introduction to TestNG Plugin

 TestNG Terminologies

Topics

 TestNG Data Providers

 Maven Integration

 Maven Integration Tool

 Web Driver Sample Programs

 JUNIT Operations and Test 

Framework

 Object Repository

 Test Data Management

 Selenium Grid Concept

 Mobile App Testing using Appium
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Oracle PL/SQL

Learning Objective

This course provides you with the complete skills needed to create, implement 

and manage robust database applications using the Oracle database tools. 

Some of the topics covered are – understanding of the Basic Procedural 

Language/Structured Query Language, subprogram, section and syntax query, 

DML, advanced DML and scripting. Entire training is in line with the Oracle PL 

SQL certification.

Topics

 Introduction to Oracle SQL

 Using DDL Statements to Create and 

Manage Tables

 Retrieving Data Using the SQL 

SELECT Statement

 Restricting and Sorting Data

 General functions

 Using Single-Row Functions to 

Customize Output

 Large Object Functions

 OLAP Functions

 Using Conversion Functions and 

Conditional Expressions

 Displaying Data from Multiple 

Tables

 Using Subqueries to Solve Queries

 Using the Set Operators

 Manipulating Data using SQL

 Database Transactions

 Creating Other Schema Objects

 Writing Cursor and Conditional Statement

 Introduction to Explicit Cursor

 Advance concepts of explicit Cursor

 Exception Handling

 Writing Subprogram, Procedure and 

passing parameters

 Creating PL/SQL Package

 Advance Package Concepts and functions

 Introduction and writing Triggers

 Compound Triggers

 Working with Dynamic SQL

 Advance level- Scripting
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DevOps

Learning Objective

This course will help you learn DevOps and master the various aspects of 

software development, operations, continuous integration, continuous delivery, 

automating build & test and deployment. You will also learn the various tools of 

DevOps like Git, Puppet, Jenkins, Chef, SVN, Clearcase, Maven, Ant, Docker, 

Ansible, Nagios and more. DevOps jobs are among the most sought-after and 

best paying jobs in the industry. Get started on this path today!

 Infrastructure Setup

 DevOps Foundation

 Software Version Control System

 Automating Build and Test

 Continuous Integration (CI)

 Continuous Delivery (CD)

 Docker Container Management

 Docker Commands and Best Practices

 Pupper - Configuration Management Tools (Infra As Code)

 Advanced Puppet 

 Chef

 Ansible

 Nagios - Performance and Automated Monitoring

Topics
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Self-Paced Courses
This course is specially designed to gain thorough proficiency in multidimensional

modeling, RDBMS tools, SQL parsing, comparison of data warehouse and database, Cube

and Erwin implementation.

Data Warehousing 
& Erwin

This comprehensive manual software testing training course will take you through the

process of software testing which includes planning, scheduling, test scenarios, error

analysis, and so on. It includes various types of testing like performance testing,

regression testing, text execution, preventive measures, generating test reports and test

metrics.

Software/Manual 
Testing

This course follows a step-by-step routine that includes ETL Testing introduction, the

difference between OLAP and OLTP, learning about Data Warehousing concepts, its

workflow, RDBMS, difference between database testing and data warehouse testing,

checking data using SQL and the opportunities in Business Intelligence.

ETL Testing

This comprehensive course lets you master Java programming language. We provide the

best online training classes to help you learn OOP concepts, J2EE, core and advanced

Java, JDBC, Objects & Classes. You will work on real world industry projects.
Java

This is an in-depth Training Course that gives you all the skills needed for working as a

Linux Administrator. You will learn about the Red Hat System, installation, managing the

boot processes, performing various operations, understanding Linux Kernel, testing and

debugging.

Linux

Project Works
Course Industry/Domain Project

Selenium Testing

General Junit Test Case

Internet Testing webdriver using Selenium Webdriver

General Record and play back tests in the actual environment using Selenium IDE

Internet Selenium Remote Control (RC) testing too

Oracle PL SQL

General Performing DML Operations on database

Banking and Finance Streamlining banking data with PL SQL

Telecommunications Telecom company wants to learn more about customers

Aviation An Airline company wants to optimize routes & seats

DevOps

Finance A web based questionnaire to assess graduates programming skills

Media A website where user can upload photographs, which can be printed on different items

Medical A system which can detect harmful drug interactions

This Hadoop Testing Training will provide you with the right skills to detect, analyze and

rectify errors in Hadoop framework. You will be trained in the Hadoop software,

architecture, MapReduce, HDFS, and various components like Pig, Hive, Sqoop, Flume

and Oozie. With this Hadoop testing training you will be fully equipped in various test

case scenarios, Proof of Concepts implementation and real world scenarios..

Hadoop Testing
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Job Assistance Program
Intellipaat is offering job assistance to all the learners who have completed the training. You 

should get a minimum of 60% marks in the qualifying exam to avail job assistance. 

Intellipaat has exclusive tie-ups with over 80 MNCs for placements. 

Intellipaat Alumni Working in Top Companies

Start receiving interview callsSuccessfully finish the training Get your resume updated 

Robin Jack

Mainframe Senior Developer at IBM

This software testing automation training is the most practical and easy way to learn

Selenium covering all topics.

David Juvan

Software Tester at Dell

I'm extremely impressed with this training session. Thanks to the instructor who was very

patient in explaining all our doubts clearly. I was concerned initially if I have made a rright

choice in picking up a right institute. But now I will definitely recommend Intellipaat for

training course

Niharika Mittal

Blockchain Developer and Testing Enthusiast at IBM

This is a great way to learn Selenium automated testing. The best part is that the entire

Selenium course is in line with the industry certification.

More Customer Reviews
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Q 1. What is the criterion for availing the Intellipaat job assistance program?

Ans. All Intellipaat learners who have successfully completed the training post April 2017 are 

directly eligible for the Intellipaat job assistance program.

Q 2. Which are the companies that I can get placed in?

Ans. We have exclusive tie-ups with MNCs like Ericsson, Cisco, Cognizant, Sony, Mu Sigma, 

Saint-Gobain, Standard Chartered, TCS, Genpact, Hexaware, and more. So you have the 

opportunity to get placed in these top global companies. 

Q 3. Do I need to have prior industry experience for getting an interview call?

Ans. There is no need to have any prior industry experience for getting an interview call. In fact, 

the successful completion of the Intellipaat certification training is equivalent to six months of 

industry experience. This is definitely an added advantage when you are attending an interview. 

Q 4. If I don’t get a job in the first attempt, can I get another chance?

Ans. Definitely, yes. Your resume will be in our database and we will circulate it to our MNC 

partners until you get a job. So there is no upper limit to the number of job interviews you can 

attend.

Q 5. Does Intellipaat guarantee a job through its job assistance program?

Ans. Intellipaat does not guarantee any job through the job assistance program. However, we 

will definitely offer you full assistance by circulating your resume among our affiliate partners.

Frequently Asked Questions

Our Clients

+80 Corporates
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